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ABSTRACT
A user often interacts with multiple applications while working on
a task. User models can be developed individually at each of the
individual applications, but there is no easy way to come up with
a more complete user model based on the distributed activity of
the user. To address this issue, this research proposal studies the
importance of combining various implicit and explicit relevance
feedback indicators in a multi-application environment. It allows
different applications used for different purposes by the user to
contribute user activity and its context to mutually support users
with unified relevance feedback. The novelty of this approach lies
in the use of both implicit and explicit feedbacks to generate
models of user interest and visualizations that direct user’s
attention to documents or documents components that match
user’s inferred interests.
Often users move from one interest to another interest seamlessly
while doing an information gathering task [21]. This interest drift
needs to be identified to discount the interest evidence obtained
from user models that are no longer in use. From a high-level
view, this research study emphasizes the exploitation of users'
immediate and session-based context in multiple everyday
applications. This proposal aims to explore an approach for this
task using context from several everyday applications.
A wide range of techniques have been applied to user interest
modeling. Most systems examine the modeling problem in the
context of use of a single application. This research proposal
presents a multi-application modeling technique that combines
implicit and semi-explicit feedback across multiple everyday
applications. In the long run, this research study explores the
value of feedback based on activity in content consumption and
production applications for identifying relevant content.

1. INTRODUCTION
Perhaps due to the difficulty in expressing a more precise query,
many queries consist of only a few keywords to model the real
information need. These short queries often contain only
marginally informative content about user’s actual intention and
therefore may have difficulty returning content relevant to the
user’s desired topic. Such query term mismatch is compounded by
synonymy and polysemy [10], resulting in user confusion.
In order to mitigate the inherent ambiguity of queries, web search
engines employ search personalization to customize search results
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based on the inferred interests of the user. The belief is that
detailed knowledge about a user's interests, i.e. the user interest
model, can improve the support of searching and browsing
activities as every user has a particular goal and a distinct
combination of context and background knowledge [31].
Even though personalized information delivery has the potential
to provide users accurate results relevant to search intentions,
personalization is particularly challenging due to two key issues.
First, it requires identifying the interests of users in semipersistent user profiles. Estimating user preferences in a real user
interaction with a web search engine is a challenging problem,
since the interactions tend to be more noisy than a controlled
setting [2]. Second, given the user preferences recorded in a user
profile, personalized information delivery requires a way to alter
the presentation of search results to reflect those preferences. This
proposal is focused on the first of these problems. The particular
approach being explored here looks to broaden current techniques
by including a variety of direct and indirect evidence of interest
across multiple applications.
Real-world personalization is often dynamic in nature and
information delivered to the user can be automatically
personalized and catered to individual user's information needs
[25]. However, people interact with different applications, and
have extra information about the content they are interacting with.
These interactions results in implicit feedback (e.g., click-through
data, reading time) and semi-explicit feedbacks (e.g., annotations)
data that varies depending on their task and the type of
information being explored. For example, a user may examine a
list of search results in a web browser; or PDF Reader to examine
the contents of individual documents; she may use a note-taking
tool to keep track of interesting snippets; and she may use word
processing applications or a presentation tool to author her own
interpretation of what she has found. Therefore, a user model from
a single application is unlikely to be as effective as a user model
based on the aggregate activity across applications [4].
This proposal presents a software framework and server for using
both semi-explicit and implicit relevance feedback affects
resulting user models in the context of multiple everyday
applications. One objective of the research is to collect measure
and evaluate the predictive power of implicit and semi-explicit
relevance indicators in a multi-application environment. In
addition, this proposal evaluates tradeoffs between alternative
approaches to recommending documents and document
components based on a combination of implicit and explicit
feedback across multiple applications.
The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes related
work in multi-application interest modeling and relevance
feedback; Section 3 describes the approach; Section 4 explains the
architecture and Section 5 presents current status; Section 6
describes the development and evaluation plan; and Section 7
presents contribution, and conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
This work is informed by related and prior work in the areas of
multi-application user modeling and relevance feedback.

2.1 Multi-Application User Modeling
User models can be developed by adapting the content consumed
or produced by the user, and their specific task, background,
history and information needs [29]. These models can bring users’
attention to valuable content via personalized presentations.
Recognizing the user interest based on observed user activity is
confounded by idiosyncratic work practices. As a result, systems
that aggregate evidence of user interest from a wide variety of
sources are more likely to build a robust user interest model.
There are two main approaches to user modeling in a componentbased architecture. These vary based on the degree of
centralization of the user models. Decentralized (or distributed)
user modeling had its roots in agent-based architectures; here
fragments of user model are kept and maintained by each
independent application. In a centralized approach, the integrated
user model is stored in a central server and the model is then
shared across several user-adaptive applications. These include
user modeling servers such as IPM [5], CUMULATE [9],
UMS[20] and PersonisAD [3]. Another important distinction
among user modeling approaches is whether the model is
represented via features or content (see Table 1). Feature-based
user models define a set of feature-value pairs representing
various aspects of the user, such as interest in a specific category
or a level of knowledge in a specific area. Content-based
approaches take into account the user's area of interest, as an
example, the textual content of documents the user has previously
indicated as relevant. These systems generate recommendations
by learning user needs with the analysis of available rated content.
Table 1: Related work in multi-application user modeling
architectures and software frameworks
Centralized

Distributed

Feature-based

PersonisAD [3],
UMS [20]

Mypes [1],
Life-log sharing [15]

Contentbased

IPM [5],
CUMULATE [9]

G-profile [6]

PersonisAD is a framework for building ubiquitous computing
applications. It defines a user model based on data gathered from
different sensors and combines their preferences using resolvers to
provide a tailored experience. CUMULATE is a generic modeling
server developed for a distributed E-Learning architecture to help
students select the most relevant self-assessment quizzes by
inferring their knowledge of a predefined set of topics based on
authored relationships among activities in the educational
applications and topics. UMS is a user modeling server based on
the LDAP protocol which allows for the representation of user
interests using a predefined taxonomy for the application domain.
External clients can submit and retrieve information
about users using the arbitrary components that
perform user modeling tasks on these models.
In Mypes [1], the authors introduce a cross-system
user modeling on the social web based on
interoperable distributed model where a single vectorbased user model is built using hand crafted
alignment rules to map between different social web
applications (e.g. Flickr, Twitter, and Delicious). In

[15] authors present a distributed, decentralized architecture for
sharing and re-using logged data from different systems using
standalone agents with the help of broker for a successful
exchange. G-profile [6] provides a general-purpose, flexible user
model system based on abstract protocol to interact with and
concept mapping between user data among applications. In [28],
the authors present a vision of a P2P architecture to generate and
maintain a distributed user model based on pre-defined
information exchange templates. Each peer acts as a stand-alone
user model agent which only handles information from a single
source. In [11] , the authors present a model for achieving user
model interoperability by means of semantic dialogues in a P2P
manner.
A number of the related approaches for multi-application interest
modeling require a predefined set of potential interests/taxonomy
or require pairwise alignment rules to be developed that map
interests between applications. In the proposed approach the set of
user interests and the distinctions between them are constructed
based on the content encountered rather than pre-agreed upon by
the contributing applications. In comparison, proposed system
extends prior work on IPM [4, 5, 17] and enables the comparison
of the effectiveness of user models via unified relevance feedback

2.2 Relevance Feedback
User modeling can be viewed as a form of relevance feedback.
Relevance feedback has a history in information retrieval systems
that dates back well over thirty years and has been used for query
expansion during short-term modeling of a users' immediate
information need [19]
Implicit interest indicators are based on user actions rather than on
explicit value assessments. During a search task, readers indicate
their interest in documents by how they interact with them: by
how much of the document they examine (e.g. how far into a
document they scroll); and through other behaviors and events
that are specific to the tools they are using. For example, the
Curious Browser [13] records various types of implicit feedback
include aspects of mouse usage, keyboard usage and the time
spent viewing documents.
Explicit feedback requires users to assess the relevance of
documents or to indicate their interest in certain aspects of the
content. Explicit feedback has the advantages that it can be easily
understood, is fairly precise and requires no further interpretation
[13]. Explicit feedback can be recorded in the form of user ratings
of documents’ “relevance score”, “readability score” and “topic
familiar before” ratings [34]. WebMate [12], InfoFinder [22], and
contextual relevance feedback [14, 23] learn and keep track of
user interests incrementally as users provide explicit assessments
of pages they examine. Some user actions, particularly
annotations, and bookmarking, can be interpreted as semi-explicit
feedback in that the user’s action is clear evidence of their desire
to re-access this content. A user can mark-up a portion of a
document by highlighting a paragraph or attaching an electronic

Figure 1: Types of relevance feedback indicators

sticky note. Not all reading results in annotations. Annotations are
most likely when people read materials crucial to a particular task
at hand and are infrequent when reading for fun [30].
Figure 1 shows how user actions form a continuum from implicit
to explicit feedback. There is a clear tradeoff between the quantity
and quality when comparing implicit feedback with explicit
feedback. Explicit feedback indicators are higher in quality but
lower in quantity because it is rather burdensome to enter a rating
for every item a user liked or disliked [24]. On the other hand,
implicit feedback indicators are abundant in quantity but lower in
quality because they must be interpreted by heuristic algorithms
that make assumptions about the relationships between the
observable low-level actions and the high level goals of users. In
[27], authors evaluated the costs and benefits of using implicit
feedback indicators over explicit feedback indicators. The results
suggested that the implicit ratings can be combined with existing
explicit ratings to form a hybrid system to predict user
satisfaction. In [16], authors showed that implicit and explicit
positive feedback complement each other with similar
performances despite their different characteristics. This implies
that systems can be designed to use the correlation between
implicit and explicit feedback to tune the interest modeling
algorithms based on implicit feedback. The proposal combines
semi-explicit and implicit feedback together in a multi-application
environment to infer users’ information preferences.

3. APPROACH
User interests can be modeled based on metadata similarity or

based on the known preferences, activities and demonstrated user
interest. There are several inherent limitations of user models
which are based on interactions with and characteristics of
document collections. (i) These systems generally treat documents
as an atomic unit. However, useful documents may be long, and
cover multiple subtopics; users may read some segments and
ignore others. It may be interesting to know which document
portion(s) pique the user's interests. (ii) These systems monitor
user activity within a single application. But, generally users use
multiple applications (e.g., Firefox and Acrobat). (iii) The interest
modeling may either be based on explicit indications of user
interest (e.g. ratings, annotations), implicit interest indicators (e.g.
click-through records). The final picture of the user model will
largely be based on the efficient selection of appropriate user
interest feedback activity. (iv) Dealing with the cold-start
problem, where a new user or new search task may impose a
challenging problem for user modeling system. This means that
there is not enough user activity data available to compare
documents in order to estimate interest until the task is nearing
completion.
The research problem studied in this proposal will be: What are
the tradeoffs between alternative approaches to recommending
documents and document components based on a combination of
implicit and explicit feedback across multiple applications.

4. ARCHITECTURE
The Interest Profile Manager (IPM) is a multi-application
environment based personal profile server (see Figure 2) to
support search personalization. The
IPM collects user activity across
many applications and infers user
interests using this collected
implicit and semi-explicit interest
information. It also shares the
inferred user interests with
registered applications that ask for
it. The architecture also presents a
generic client stub to show that any
application that can be modified to
include the interest profile client
software and communicate with
the IPM enabling user interest
modeling capability.

Figure 2: Interest Profile Manager Architecture and software Components

The Mozilla-Firefox is used as the
application to present search
results and also to visualize
recommendations and three other
applications: PDFPad which is an
acrobat add-on; IPCWord which is
a
Microsoft
Word
add-on;
IPCPowerPoint which is a
Microsoft PowerPoint add-on.
Records of user activity in
PDFPad, Mozilla, MS Word and
MS PowerPoint are stored in the
IPM and drive the visualizations
that the IPM generates for each of
the application registered for
relevant notification request. An
interest profile is made up of the
aggregated heterogeneous interest
evidence collected from these

different IPM clients.
The IPM defines the XML
communication interface so
that other application clients
can interact with IPM over
TCP/IP. The IPM framework
includes two modules involved
in estimating the user interest,
the Estimation Manager and the
Estimation module which is
again decomposed to 3 submodules:
Multi-Application
Weighting module, implicit
feedback module and explicit
feedback
module.
The
Estimation Manger provides a
generic high level interface to
the other modules within the
IPM and also enables multiple
modules to estimate the user’s
interests
using
different
Figure 3: User highlights and system generated recommendations underlined
algorithms. In the Multi4.2 Interest Extraction
Application Weighting module each application is assigned a
Whenever a document is opened in Microsoft Word or
weight based on the particular user’s activities in the various
PowerPoint, event handlers are registered for user events. Event
applications. These learned weights are used to merge the
handlers save each interaction and their values locally and send
estimated interests from the different applications when modeling
them in XML format to IPM. Additionally, the content of the
the overall user interest. The implicit and explicit relevance
document and document characteristics are sent to the IPM at the
modules handle the implicit and explicit feedback indicators
time of closing the document. Similarly, WebAnnotate parses raw
respectively. The combined outputs from these two modules are
text to identify every paragraph when a new web page is opened.
used to estimate the final unified user interests for a search task.
It also appends mouse and keyboard events in a buffer and saves
The Resource Manager communicates with data repository to
the color and relevance score assigned to each annotation until the
update the user interests according to the user activity data sent
browser is moved to the background. All the raw information is
from application clients. The Data Repository also saves session
sent to IPM in an XML format at focus out event or at the web
data both in terms of contextual and temporal features so that the
page close event. The buffer is reset once the focus is brought
user activity can be defined as a group of search tasks related to
back to the web page.
each other in order to make inferences about evolving information
needs. This is particularly important because if we are able to
4.3 Explicit Feedback
accurately identify changes to the users’ information seeking
During an information gathering activity, useful documents may
intent, then we will be in a better position to limit the application
be long and cover multiple subtopics; users may read some
of particular inferences about user interests [18]. The Data
segments and ignore others. The browser plug-in WebAnnotate
Repository also saves both feedback data and application data
[5] enables basic annotation capabilities so that users can make
received from application clients for further processing at the
persistent annotations on web pages and passages and get
estimation modules.
suggestions within these documents based on estimated user
interests. The interest classes can be defined based on annotations’
4.1 Interest Representation
color, type and content in WebAnnotate. To identify segments of
Although each application has unique information that may be
new or unread documents to bring to the user’s attention, these
used to gauge human interest, this interest assessment needs to be
classes are then compared against the segments of the document
sharable among the different applications to be useful in building
currently displayed in WebAnnotate generated by the text-tiling
the complete interest model of a user. The IPM depends on an
algorithm. When a match is identified, an underline (based on the
abstract XML representation for receiving interest-related
intensity of the inferred interest value) of the appropriate color for
information from applications and for broadcasting inferred
the class is used to signal the similarity. In Figure 3 the user has
interest to client applications. Because it is not possible foresee all
opened the Wikipedia page for the Human Genome Project and
of the ways different applications will allow users to interact with
highlighted text related to the history of the project. It can be seen
documents, the representation is extremely general and extensible.
that other paragraphs are underlined with the same color
Thus an interest profile consists of a document identifier, an
indicating that they are similar to the passage highlighted.
application identifier, and a list of application-specific
attribute/value pairs. In this way, new applications only have to
inform the IPM of the attributes and how they demonstrate user
interest when registering.
Applications can be categorized into (i) Consumption
Applications, for examining existing content; and (ii) Production
Applications, for creating content.

Figure 4: WebAnnotate toolbar for rating paragraphs

In the current study, WebAnnotate was extended to include three
types of explicit ratings for content: “page relevance”, “page
familiarity”, and “paragraph relevance” on a 5-point scale after
each paragraph annotation, WebAnnotate allows the user to mark
individual paragraphs as relevant to their task (see Figure 4).
A user might also use Microsoft Word or PowerPoint applications
to open, read or modify some documents. The user’s actions while
working on these applications can also be used to infer some type
of user’s interests [26, 32]. MS Word and PowerPoint consider all
the data in one document to belong to a single interest class. The
default color of the application is used to define the interest class.

4.4 Implicit Feedback
This proposal utilizes a set of the implicit feedback indicators
during a document reading activity to characterize the interactions
between the user and documents. These document reading
activities include user actions during a passive reading in a
consumption application (web browser or PDF reader). This
consists of time spent in a document, number of mouse clicks,
number of text selections, number of document accesses and
characteristics of user scrolling behaviors such as number of
scrolls, scrolling direction changes, time spent scrolling, scroll
offset, total number of scroll groups. Furthermore, this research
study collects time spent on a production application (MS Word
or PowerPoint), focus in/out and other formatting activities. Table
2 summarizes the user events and document attributes collected
from both production and consumption applications during this
research study.
Table 2: Interest indicators from applications
Interest
Category/
Application

Microsoft
Word/PowerPoint

Browser (Firefox)

Click, double click,
right click, focus
User
in/out, total Time,
characteristics
edit time, idle time,
away time

Click, double click,
right click, focus out,
total Time, reading
time, away time,
number of scrolls,
number of scrolling
direction changes

Size, number of
characters, images,
Document
links, last access
characteristics
time, number of
slides, text boxes

Images, links,
document relevance
and familiarity score
(explicit)

Text edited
Textual
characteristics (semi-explicit)

Text annotated
(semi-explicit)

The interest profile broadly contains three types of interest
indicators, characteristics of the user, the document as a whole,
and the textual content of the document. The user features are
derived from implicit feedback data. All these features vary from
one user to another as they heavily depend on the individual
practices. Document features are high level features of the
documents that are the same across users. Finally, document text
features are generated from the user’s annotations in consumption
applications and from the user’s produced content from
production applications. Document text content provides evidence
of more focused interest than the general document features. Such
evidence is important when identifying the specific parts of
documents that are expected to be relevant.

Another type of feature important in this work is content
similarity. Content similarity metrics are used to measure the
overlap between the textual content of the user’s previous
interactions and any future text content. These similarities are
computed between text considered valuable to the user (user
authored or annotated text) and all other paragraphs displayed in
the browser. The similarity score represents the user’s interest
expressed through the textual content. In this work, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used to compute the content
similarity using Hellinger Distance measure and then normalized
to be between [0-1] using min-max normalization. LDA [7] is a
hierarchical Bayesian model that assumes each document is a
finite mixture of a set of topics 𝐾 and each topic is an infinite
mixture over a set of topic probabilities. Unlike clustering
methods, LDA does not assume that each document can only be
assigned to one topic. Given a document collection, we use LDA
to find a set of topics discussed in the document collection. Each
topic is represented as a set of words that have a higher
probability than others to appear in the text unit related to the
topic. Based on the probability distribution of words in each topic,
we can calculate the probability that each document may contain a
topic and obtain a document-topic assignment.

5. CURRENT STATUS
IPM is being instantiated for this research study by developing a
desktop server application that includes storage, middleware, and
application layer services using Java, C#, C++, JavaScript,
MALLET technology. The IPM acts as an interest profile server,
while the participating applications act as interest profile clients.
Any application that can be modified to include the interest profile
client software interface can communicate with the IPM.
Currently, WebAnnotate (JavaScript plugin for Mozilla Firefox),
Microsoft Word (C# plugin), PowerPoint (C# plugin), and Adobe
Acrobat (C++ plugin) include this interface. While the some of
these applications support two-way communication, this is not
required. An application could merely provide information to the
IPM or only receive interest information from the IPM. The
Acrobat PDF and WebAnnotate support two way communications
while Microsoft Word and PowerPoint support one way
communication.

6. DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
PLAN
In the proposed work, I will study how to create and update a user
model based on the relevance feedback from multiple everyday
applications. In prior work [4, 5, 17], we designed user interest
models based on semi-explicit feedback (annotations). A practical
concern for such a system is the “cold start problem”, where new
users to the system experience poor initial performance until
enough user annotations are given to the system. These
observations suggest three possible directions to improve our
work: (i) using implicit feedback data (e.g. scrolling, reading
time) from users to enhance explicit data, (ii) unifying implicit
and semi-explicit annotations to create more accurate content
recommendations and iii) collecting interest related information
from everyday applications such as PDF, MS Word, and MS
PowerPoint to include additional context and the important
content creation applications to the support of users’ search tasks.
The Table 3 summarizes the hypotheses of the proposed
study and the evaluation methodology to confirm each hypothesis.

Table 3: Hypothesis and Evaluation Plan
Hypotheses

Unified feedback across
multiple applications will
result in more accurate
and
more
rapid
assessment of documents
than available through
either implicit or explicit
feedback alone.

Unified feedback across
multiple applications can
be
used
to
more
accurately and rapidly
determine when a user's
interest has changed.

Evaluation Method
A user study enabling explicit
feedback, semi-explicit annotations
and implicit feedback will be
performed. Tasks will be designed
to encourage relevant assessors to
perform realistic search behaviors
and will be phrased in the form of
simulated work task situations [8,
33].
Ground-truth
dataset:
implicit
feedback,
explicit
feedback
(paragraph relevance score, page
relevance
score,
and
page
readability score), and semi-explicit
feedback
(annotations,
text
produced)
A final user study to evaluate the
effectiveness
of
the
recommendations provided the
unified
model
for
task
personalization. The evaluation
process focuses on whether the
recommendations help participants
find documents or document
components according to their adhoc interests. A questionnaire with
Likert scales, semantic differentials
and open-ended questions will be
performed to elicit subject opinions,
attitude and values. In the
quantitative
study
on
the
effectiveness of the ad-hoc learning
(user interest shift), participants will
undertake normal web search and
judge a randomly and anonymously
mixed set of search tasks from
unified system.

6.1 Schedule
I intend the proposed work to approximately take the following
timeframe over the course:
4 months: Topic modeling framework for semi-explicit user
interest modeling. This initial study investigate the use of semiexplicit user annotations in a web mediated search task coupled
with an analysis of the characteristics and content of the
documents the users are interacting with. Based on 1267 user
annotations from 17 users, we explored the performance
comparisons of six topic modeling algorithms. (Complete)
2 months: Integrate Adobe PDF Reader as a client in the current
multi-application environment and identify feasible mapping
between user activity and implicit/explicit interests recorded in the
PDF reader. (Complete)
4 months: Perform initial user study to assess implicit feedback
with respect to the explicit feedback ratings and collect groundtruth user data including explicit ratings, semi-explicit annotations
and implicit feedbacks. (Complete)

8 months: Study the problem of modeling user behaviors by
focusing on implicit feedback indicators. The ground-truth dataset
will be used in creating a unified model by combining implicit
feedback with semi-explicit feedback. (Complete)
4 months: Create a rating prediction model to infer unknown user
ratings of documents based on the unified model. The rating value
for a particular document specifies the system-generated rating
that appropriately represents an explicit rating given by a user for
the same document. (In Progress)
8 months: Create a framework to model the shift in user-interest
over time. Content prediction is the elementary task performed in
this framework using the learned user model. Employ user profile
clustering to identify the consistent-taste and changing-taste of
users to continuously model interests. (Future work)
8 months: Perform a final user study to evaluate the effectiveness
of the recommendations provided in the proposed work (unified
model) for task personalization. The evaluation process focuses
on whether the recommendations help participants find documents
or document components according to their ad-hoc interests. The
user evaluation will include objective/quantitative and
subjective/qualitative metrics based on search tasks. (Future
work)

7. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this research proposal, I explore novel user interest modeling
techniques in order to generate document recommendations to
support users during open-ended information gathering tasks. Our
work is unique by making use of a combination of implicit, semiexplicit, and explicit feedback in the context of users’ interactions
with multiple applications, coupled with an analysis of the
characteristics and content of the documents they are interacting
with. In most real world content recommender systems, implicit
feedback is abundant and potentially interchangeable with explicit
ratings. Therefore it is desirable to create a predictive model to
infer unknown user ratings based on these implicit feedbacks to
generate accurate contentment recommendations. This type of
rating prediction model will enable us to evaluate the
effectiveness of the unified feedback with respect to the explicit
user ratings.
From a high-level view, the proposed study emphasizes the
exploitation of users' immediate and session-based context in
multiple everyday applications. For the type of information tasks
this proposal aim to support, relevance feedback data collected
over long period of time is not likely to be useful and there is too
little explicit feedback on which to build an effective model. This
research proposal explores expanding both the sources of
feedback and the types of feedback to cope with this problem.
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